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Contradiction
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On the contrary
Contrarily
Notwithstanding
But
However
Nevertheless
In spite of
In contrast
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Yet
On one hand
On the other hand
Rather
Or
Nor
Conversely
At the same time
While this may be true
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And
In addition to
Furthermore
Moreover
Besides
Too
Also
Another
Equally important
First, second, etc
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Again
Further
As well as
Next
Likewise
Similarly
In fact
In the same way
Otherwise
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So that
With the result that
Thus
Consequently
Hence
Accordingly
For this reason
Therefore
In short
In conclusion
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So
Because
Since
Due to
As a result
In other words
Then
Finally
In brief
accordingly
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Q.10
(A) I had paid a lot of attention during training and could easily
answer the questions till I came to the last one. What is the name
of the lady who cleans your floor?
(B) ‘Yes’, he replied. “In your career you will meet any people
all of whom are significant even if all you do is greet them.”
(C) I thought the question was a joke. I had seen her but how
would I know her name?
(D) During my internship we were given a quiz to see how much
we had learnt.
(E) I have never forgotten this lesson.
(F) I submitted my paper leaving the last question blank and
asked the manager if it would count for assessment.
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DACFBE
Q.10
(A) I had paid a lot of attention during training and could easily
answer the questions till I came to the last one. What is the name
of the lady who cleans your floor?
(B) ‘Yes’, he replied. “In your career you will meet any people
all of whom are significant even if all you do is greet them.”
(C) I thought the question was a joke. I had seen her but how
would I know her name?
(D) During my internship we were given a quiz to see how much
we had learnt.
(E) I have never forgotten this lesson.
(F) I submitted my paper leaving the last question blank and
asked the manager if it would count for assessment.
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Q.11
(A) The able bodied men of the tribe gathered to discuss how to
climb the mountain.
(B) As part of their plundering they kidnapped a baby of one of
the families.
(C) One day the mountain tribe invaded those living in the valley.
(D) “We couldn’t climb the mountain. How could you?”, they
asked. “It wasn’t your baby!” she replied.
(E) There were two tribes in the Andes- one lived in the valley
and the other high up in the mountains.
(F) Two days later they noticed the child’s mother coming down
the mountain that they hadn’t yet figured out how to climb.
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Q.11
(A) The able bodied men of the tribe gathered to discuss how to
climb the mountain.
(B) As part of their plundering they kidnapped a baby of one of
the families.
(C) One day the mountain tribe invaded those living in the valley.
(D) “We couldn’t climb the mountain. How could you?”, they
asked. “It wasn’t your baby!” she replied.
(E) There were two tribes in the Andes- one lived in the valley
and the other high up in the mountains.
(F) Two days later they noticed the child’s mother coming down
the mountain that they hadn’t yet figured out how to climb.
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Q.12
(A) The old lady however refused to pay him and was taken to
court.
(B) The doctor, confident of his abilities, agreed.
(C) Finally he cured her after al the valuable furniture had been
removed from her house.
(D) He then saw her furniture, realized its value and decided to
delay curing her till he could steal it.
(E) A blind old lady promised to pay the doctor a large sum of
money if she was cured and nothing if she wasn’t.
(F) She was asked why she refused to pay by the judge. “I am not
cured. I cannot see all my furniture!” was the reply.
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EBDCAF
Q.12
(A) The old lady however refused to pay him and was taken to
court.
(B) The doctor, confident of his abilities, agreed.
(C) Finally he cured her after al the valuable furniture had been
removed from her house.
(D) He then saw her furniture, realized its value and decided to
delay curing her till he could steal it.
(E) A blind old lady promised to pay the doctor a large sum of
money if she was cured and nothing if she wasn’t.
(F) She was asked why she refused to pay by the judge. “I am not
cured. I cannot see all my furniture!” was the reply.
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Q.13
(A) It was completely wet and useless now.
(B) He therefore did not think it was necessary to delay joining
the battle to repair it.
(C) The Indian Navy thus suffered a defeat because a small leak
was neglected.
(D) An Indian Captain received a report from his men that ship
had sprung a leak.
(E) The ship reached the scene of the battle in time but
unfortunately it was found that seawater had got into the
gunpowder.
(F) It was only a minor one though.
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Q.13
(A) It was completely wet and useless now.
(B) He therefore did not think it was necessary to delay joining
the battle to repair it.
(C) The Indian Navy thus suffered a defeat because a small leak
was neglected.
(D) An Indian Captain received a report from his men that ship
had sprung a leak.
(E) The ship reached the scene of the battle in time but
unfortunately it was found that seawater had got into the
gunpowder.
(F) It was only a minor one though.
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Q.14
(A) Lack of infrastructural support has been one reason.
(B) Therefore number of people willing to learn the art has
dropped.
(C) Kalaripayattu is an ancient martial art of Kerala.
(D) There have been several factors responsible for it.
(E) It is now considered a dying form of art.
(F) Also, the government has not taken any initiative to preserve
it.
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Q.14
(A) Lack of infrastructural support has been one reason.
(B) Therefore number of people willing to learn the art has
dropped.
(C) Kalaripayattu is an ancient martial art of Kerala.
(D) There have been several factors responsible for it.
(E) It is now considered a dying form of art.
(F) Also, the government has not taken any initiative to preserve
it.
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Q.15
(A) The reasons for their happiness was that they had come to the
Vithal temple of Pandharpur to see their beloved Lord.
(B) There were rich, poor men, women, children, blind,
handicapped among them.
(C) They were all in a very happy state of mind, as was apparent
from their glowing faces.
(D) They would worship and seek the Divine blessings while in
Pandharpur.
(E) It was an auspicious day and many people had assembled in
the temple.
(F) Though different there was one commonality among.
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Q.15
(A) The reasons for their happiness was that they had come to the
Vithal temple of Pandharpur to see their beloved Lord.
(B) There were rich, poor men, women, children, blind,
handicapped among them.
(C) They were all in a very happy state of mind, as was apparent
from their glowing faces.
(D) They would worship and seek the Divine blessings while in
Pandharpur.
(E) It was an auspicious day and many people had assembled in
the temple.
(F) Though different there was one commonality among.

